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INTRODUCTION

The objective of this publication is to provide a ready source of references related to management of non-game birds in the South. This should be helpful to those in early stages of management of non-game birds. This publication was sponsored by the Non-game Committee of the Southeastern Section of The Wildlife Society.

All references with publication dates from 1960 to 1980 were taken from Wildlife Review. Subject categories included were:

1. Wildlife — General; Faunas, natural history, manuals; Population dynamics; Management non-game; Wetlands and wildlife; Forests and wildlife; Environmental impacts and assessments.

2. Birds — General; Faunas, communities, manuals; Population dynamics; Economics, damage, predation, control; Waterbirds; Loons and grebes; Shorebirds, marshbirds and allies; Raptors; Passerine birds; General; Blackbirds, starlings, crows; Other passerine birds; Other birds.

References not pertaining to management and references of game birds, threatened and endangered species, and pesticides and pollution were omitted to avoid too broad a scope and duplication with other bibliographies.

The geographical area covered is the southeastern United States, bordered by Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, Missouri, East Oklahoma, and East Texas. A few general articles from outside this range but appropriate to bird management in the South are included.

References are arranged alphabetically by author. A subject index is included to facilitate location of references.
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This publication summarizes literature references from 1960 to 1980 related to management of non-game birds in the Southeast.